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Found, constitutional and legal norms undoubtedly have a significant impact on the economic system of any state. Models of the world’s economic systems are established and guaranteed by a system of legal means, which, in turn, are subject to the constitutional and legal framework. Specified, the sphere of constitutional-legal regulation of economic relations has been repeatedly explored in scientific research, however, the consensus on the scope of economic issues that should be subject to constitutional entrenchment has not been reached yet. The analysis of the world constitutional practice shows a tendency to strengthen the regulation of those relations that concern the economic organization of public life. This topic is relevant since not only the legal theory but also political practice enters into a heated debate over the above-mentioned issue. The author argues: 1) constitutional law regulates the place of the state in the political system of society and defines the principles of relations between the state and its non-state elements including the ways of resolving conflicts between them, limits of interference or even limits of its activity; 2) the boundaries of constitutional regulation of economic relations should be determined first of all on the basis of considering fundamental relations for the economic system of the state. That is, the limits of constitutional regulation depend on the system of relations that are included in the concept of economic relations; 3) the system of relations that require legal regulation should also include the establishment of an effective pricing mechanism, the exercise of control over monetary policy, the cancellation of restrictions on foreign trade activities, the development of an effective tax and budgetary system, regulation of financial reporting, etc..
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Виявлені, конституційно-правові норми, безсумнівно, мають значний вплив на економічну систему будь-якої держави. Моделі світових економічних систем встановлюються і гарантуються системою правових засобів, які, у свою чергу, підкоряються конституційно-правової базі. Вказано, що сфера конституційно-правового регулювання економічних відносин неодноразово досліджувалась у наукових дослідженнях, однак єдиної думки щодо кола економічних питань, які мають підлягати конституційному закріпленню, поки що не досягнуто. Аналіз світової конституційної практики показує тенденцію до посилення регулювання тих відносин, які стосуються економічної організації суспільного життя. Ця тема є актуальною, оскільки не тільки юридична теорія, а й політична практика вступають у бурхливі дискусії щодо вищезгаданого питання. Автор стверджує: 1) конституційне право регулює місце держави в політичній системі суспільства та визначає принципи відносин між державою та її недержавними елементами, включаючи способи вирішення конфліктів між ними, межі втручання або навіть межі. його діяльності; 2) межі конституційного регулювання економічних відносин мають визначатися насамперед на основі розгляду фундаментальних відносин для економічної системи держави. Тобто межі конституційного регулювання залежать від системи зосередження.
Обнаружены, конституционно-правовые нормы, несомненно, оказывают значительное влияние на экономическую систему любого государства. Модели мировых экономических систем устанавливаются и гарантируются системой законодательства, которая, в свою очередь, подчиняется конституционно-правовой базе. Указано, что сфера конституционно-правового регулирования экономических отношений неоднократно исследовалась в научных исследованиях, однако единого мнения относительно круга экономических вопросов, которые должны подлежать конституционному закреплению, пока не достигнуто. Анализ мировой конституционной практики показывает тенденцию к усилению регулирования тех отношений, которые касаются экономической организации общественной жизни. Эта тема является актуальной, поскольку не только юридическая теория, но и политическая практика вступают в бурные дискуссии о вышеуказанном вопросе. Автор утверждает: 1) конституционное право регулирует место государства в политической системе общества и определяет принципы отношений между государством и его негосударственными элементами, включая способы разрешения конфликтов между ними, границы вмешательства или даже пределы его деятельности; 2) пределы конституционного регулирования экономических отношений должны определяться прежде всего на основе рассмотрения фундаментальных отношений экономической системы государства. То есть пределы конституционного регулирования зависят от системы отношений, которые входят в понятие экономических отношений; 3) система отношений, требующих правового регулирования, должна также включать установление эффективного механизма ценообразования, осуществления контроля за денежно-кредитной политикой, отмены ограничений внешнеторговой деятельности, развития эффективной налогообложения и бюджетной системы, регулирования финансовой отчетности и тому подобное.

**Ключевые слова:** экономическая система, экономические отношения, конституционное право, общественная жизнь, государство, политический строй.

**Statement of the problem in general and its connection with important scientific or practical tasks.** The destructive processes observed today in all spheres of public life in the vast majority of economies in the world have greatly raised the question of mechanisms capable of delivering sufficient growth rates both in individual countries and in the global economy as a whole. Therefore, it is necessary to look at the problem of development of the economy and society from a fundamental point of view, since the functioning of any system must be based on the basic principles that are manifested in all areas of our lives. Therefore, the study of the constitutional principles of the functioning of the economic system of Ukraine is an outstanding scientific problem and an interesting practical task. It should be noted that this topic is equally relevant from both a theoretical and practical point of view. At the same time, these processes are influenced by the socio-economic, political and other consequences of the current global financial and economic crisis, which has an objective nature and a number of interrelated prerequisites. It is the consequences of the current economic recession that prompt us to revise existing «classical» theories or doctrines, and perhaps abandon them. Last but not least, this concerns issues related to the perennial state-market or power-to-business controversy. It is in this context that the constitutional foundations of the economic system of Ukraine’s transformational economy should be considered.

Constitutional and legal norms undoubtedly have a significant impact on the economic system of any state. Models of the world’s economic systems are established and guaranteed by a system of legal means, which, in turn, are subject to the constitutional and legal framework. The sphere of constitutional-legal regulation of economic relations has been repeatedly explored in scientific research, however, the consensus on the scope of economic issues that should be subject to constitutional entrenchment has not been reached yet. The analysis of the world constitutional practice shows a tendency to strengthen the regulation of those relations that concern the economic organization of public life. This topic is relevant since not only the legal theory but also political practice enters into a heated debate over the above-mentioned issue.

**An analysis of recent research and publications in which the solution to this problem has been initiated and on which the author relies.** General theoretical aspects of the concept were studied by such scholars as G. Andreeva, P. Barenboim, J. Buchanan, G. Hajiyev, S. Danilov, G. Demsets, J. Keynes, M. Matuzov, M. Mau, R. Posner, G. Tullock, M. Friedman and others. Some aspects of the importance of the question in Ukraine occur in the works of such scholars as: Yu. Bisaga, D. Belov, O. Borodina, T. Burlay, M. Vitruk, N. Gorshkova, N. Gonchar, P. Dobroumova, V. Dubovsky, R. Kovalenko, V. Lazarev, O. Merezhko, V. Perevalov, V. Pogorilko, V. Skupinsky, Y. Todyka, O. Chausova, V. Shapoval and others.

**Highlighting previously unsolved parts of the**
general problem to which this article is devoted. Constitutional and legal norms undoubtedly have a significant impact on the economic system of any state. Models of the world’s economic systems are established and guaranteed by a system of legal means, which, in turn, are subject to the constitutional and legal framework. The sphere of constitutional-legal regulation of economic relations has been repeatedly explored in scientific research, however, the consensus on the scope of economic issues that should be subject to constitutional entrenchment has not been reached yet. The analysis of the world constitutional practice shows a tendency to strengthen the regulation of those relations that concern the economic organization of public life. This topic is relevant since not only the legal theory but also political practice enters into a heated debate over the above-mentioned issue.

**Formulation of the goals of the article (task statement).** The purpose of this work is to study of nature constitutional and legal regulation of economic relations based on the experience of foreign countries.

2. PROPERTY AS A BASIC CATEGORY OF CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL REGULATION OF ECONOMIC RELATIONS.

Research of historical facts testifies to the fact that the property relations constitute the basis of the economic system of any social formation. For this reason, they are among the first to be documentarily enshrined. The development of society also entails the development of various forms of property – from tribal and communal to the private one.

Constitutional regulation of property relations is one of the types of legal regulation of property, the basic one for the modern legislation of any country. The science of constitutional law includes a certain set of property conceptions that are specific to it. The analysis of this set of ideas allows scholars to interpret property as one of the most crucial constitutional and legal institutions [21, p. 31].

The development of both the economic and legal systems of European countries has had its impact on the processes of forming an understanding of property; the legal regulation of property as a universal institution has also developed and changed. A characteristic feature of the early historical period of the world civilization was the fragmentation of the institute of property into special types of relations of property ownership, use and disposal with respect to individual subjects and objects. There was the so-called “domination” of the collective property of communities, coupled with the restriction of turnover between such communities. Thus, while the circulation of goods was quite simple and based on existing customs within a community, outside it – between communities – this exchange was rather infrequent and could concern only deficit things. Lifestyle and limited needs did not encourage community members to a constant search.

Historically, the dominance of individual forms of property has always been a priority. For instance, the policy of the Soviet authorities was aimed at eradicating private property as such. This is evidenced by the fact that on December 8, 1961, the Supreme Soviet of the USSR approved the Basics of Civil Legislation of the USSR and the Union republics, which emphasized that the Soviet state is the owner of all state property. The USSR Constitution of 1977 enshrined the dominance of socialist property; thus Article 10 stipulates that: “the basis of the economic system of the USSR is the socialist ownership of the production means in the form of state (public) and kolkhoz-cooperative property”. A clear list of personal property objects was documented: household items, personal consumption and utility household items, a residential house and labor savings. The obvious weaknesses in the economy have spurred the expansion of the rights of enterprises and increased private citizen initiative. The necessity arose to legalize property other than “state” one but also does not fall under the classification of “private” property.

The Basic Law “On Property in the USSR”, adopted in 1990, and subsequent amendments to the Constitution contain a waiver of the priority of state property. Various variants appear – property of Soviet citizens; collective property represented by rental, collective enterprises, cooperatives, joint-stock companies, etc.; state property [10]. The 1990 Law “On Property in the RSFSR” envisaged division of property into private, state, municipal and public associations (organizations) property. The permissible “size” of private property was not limited, although certain restrictions were also stipulated (e.g., the private property of land).

With the disintegration of the USSR, the influence of the private property institution on the economic system increased. Thus, after the Soviet rule of state property, the economy gradually began to be absorbed by private property. A drastic step towards introducing market economy principles was the privatization of state property. R. A. Dzhabraiilov writes: “Perhaps the state expected to get some synergetic effect from the appearance of private property rights in the structure of objects, which consisted in attracting investments into modernization of production, construction of new objects, improvement of the quality of enterprise employees’ social security”. However, as we can observe, those events did not bring the expected results. The idea that the market economy and private property are guaranteed to ensure the welfare and prosperity of the people has become a de facto dogma. Contrary to this, the financial crisis of 2008 forced the world to draw other conclusions, in particular, to abandon the thesis that it is possible to provide a systematic
and balanced economy of any state with exclusive self-regulation of the market, which is deprived of state guardianship [24].

3. THE STATE’S MAIN FUNCTIONS AND ITS INVOLVEMENT IN THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM.

Walter Eucken, the founder of the School of Ordoliberalism, believed that “social justice should be sought through the creation of a cumulative functional order… It must be understood that private property can cause disruption, the collective property must cause disruption” [19]. That is, W. Eucken believed that all forms of property should be involved to ensure the full economic development of the state.

In his works, Eucken harshly criticized the so-called laissez-faire – the principle of state non-interference in the economy. It was the laissez-faire policy that, in his opinion, caused a significant strengthening of power structures in the economy. W. Eucken believes that the laissez-faire principle underestimates the danger that an individual interest may turn against a common interest. The freedom to conclude contracts within the framework of the liberal order, in his opinion, leads to the denial of the basic principle of the competitive order. An individual interest, as he notes, is realized not only in the economic process but also in forming a position in the market in a certain form. Acquiring positions of power on the market comes into conflict with the common interest. In fact, “the more power is in the hands of individuals, the greater the danger that there will be a conflict between individual and public interests” [8].

Scholars’ research on the system of power in the social and economic system allows drawing a conclusion that the latter includes the following basic institutions as state power, user power and industrial power (corporate power).

State power in the economic system has the following construction logic. The Constitution of Ukraine, in particular, part 2 of article 5, establishes the provisions that people are the bearers of sovereignty and the only source of power in Ukraine. The people exercise power directly and through State and local authorities. In the scientific literature, there is a definition of the State as an organization with a comparable advantage in terms of using violence and extends to a geographical territory whose boundaries are defined by the authorities of that organization to tax people who reside there [9].

The state embodies a deliberately created, organized and consciously controlled power [11]. Formalization of the notion of “state power” is associated with a certain range of substantive problems. By its nature, the power of the State is delegated, such power acting on the basis of a social contract enshrined in the Constitution and other legislative acts. The main functions of the state, which should ensure the effective operation of the economic system, include integrative, motivational, social control, regulatory, unifying, repressive, stabilizing functions [6].

Based on the analysis of these functions, it can be concluded that the potential of state power is based on control over violence resources, ownership of economic resources (budget, state property) and ideological influence, while the power potential of the state is fixed in normative acts in the form of rights of power in relation to citizens and legal entities [21].

Some scientists, in particular, V. V. Dementiev believe that the power exercised by the state can be divided, firstly, into an arbitration power, the essence of which is to protect rights and freedoms of some citizens from arbitrariness on the part of others (i.e. protection of property rights and contracts), secondly, into hierarchical (administrative) power, based on the right of the state to issue prescriptions (norms) regulating public conduct and the right of control over their implementation, and thirdly, into economic power, which is to dispose of economic resources of the state. A state is an organization that exercises authority countrywide. The state exercises power through the so-called mechanism of the state – the system of bodies and institutions that constitute its organizational-political, organizational-economic basis. That is, through public authorities, social institutions, as well as through the budget system, banking, monetary and other economic structures. The boundaries of state power for various objects of power are regulated by legal norms [8].

The state guarantees the exclusive property rights of individuals, groups and organizations, establishes fundamental rules of economic activity, creates and ensures observance of economic and civil rights (including those of state bodies). The Constitution of Ukraine stipulates that the State ensures the protection of the rights of all property rights holders and subjects of economic activity and the economy social orientation. All subjects of property rights are equal under the law. It should be noted that in the domestic scientific literature, the issue of state regulation of the economy has traditionally been considered through the prism of state functions, in particular, such as economic and organizational, regulation of labor and consumption. Scientists note that it is possible to interpret the state functions not only as directions of its activity but also as a mechanism of influence on social processes [17]. For example, according to N. Salishcheva, it was not taken into account in the process of reforms that “when proclaiming the freedom of private property, the state should have taken care of the protection of private production and property, of a reasonable system of taxation, of effective legal regulation” [4].

A. Komarov understands the state regulation of the economy as the system of economic, legal, organizational measures of the state, through which it influences the socio-economic development of the
country and conducts socio-economic public policy through the system of government agencies and officials [13].

N. I. Bazilev mentions the following economic functions of the state: improvement of the system of socio-economic relations; forecasting of development; demographic management; orientation of production on the final results; elaboration of development programs; increasing the role of labour collectives; coordination of interests of subjects; promotion of economic activity; ensuring intellectual development, protection of life and human rights and freedoms; regulation of international integration processes.

V. I. Kushlin offers the following list of economic functions of the state: legal support of economic activity; organization of monetary circulation; production of public goods and services; minimization of transaction costs; minimization of externalities; realization of national interests in the world economy; regional and social policy implementation [12].

I. L. Sokolova notes that the economic function of the state can be defined as the directions of state activity in the economic sphere aimed at ensuring economic growth, the stability of the national economy, foreign economic stability, means and ways of state influence [22].

R. Savatier introduced the notion of “economic public order” into the scientific community: “Public order is aimed at solving three tasks: firstly, to protect individual freedom, then to ensure the sovereignty of the state and the strength of the family, and finally to observe the general rules of morality” [20]. As a result of a significant expansion of public authority functions, two new areas of public policy application have emerged: social public policy aimed at mitigating class inequality and economic public policy aimed at creating a controllable economy.

Based on the aforementioned material, we have come to the conclusion that the economy of any country needs state regulation to some extent.


Constitutional and legal regulation defines the boundaries and content of state regulation of the economy. The content of constitutional and legal regulation of the system of certain social relations is determined by the circle of relations enshrined in the Basic Law of the State. Economic relations encompass a wide range of social relations, and primarily concern property relations.

The notion of the right of private property has found its fixation in the articles of the Constitution of Ukraine. In particular, Part 3 of Article 13 states that: “Property entails responsibility. Property shall not be used to the detriment of the person and society”. This thesis is true, since despite a rather rigid definition of the concept of property right adopted as a basis in the Civil Code of Ukraine – the ownership right is the right of an individual in a thing (property) that he/she enjoys in compliance with the effective legislation on his/her own will irrespective of the will of the third persons – the legislator understands the importance of excessive absolutization of individual person’s property right.

M. Andreeva writes that: “During the 20th century, the idea of the social function of private property was spread and further developed in the countries of Western democracy and states oriented towards them” [2]. The justification for this phenomenon was first provided by the French lawyer L. Duguit. He believed that the state appropriates property, which should perform a social function. L. Duguit argued that property is socialized and ceases to be an absolute right and is transformed for the owner into a social debt. The theory of social functions in no way endeavours to neutralize certain rights of the owner. L. Duguit noted that: “... the right of the owner is justified and at the same time is limited by the social mission that lies upon him by virtue of the special situation in which he is placed” [24]. The development of the theory of the social function of property in tandem with the development of information technologies has had a huge impact on the development of constitutional regulation of property. They gave rise to changes in the range of relations of constitutional regulation and the inclusion of a large number of objects of intellectual property rights.

In 1960, the ideas of the social functions of property were embodied by nationalizing the most profitable enterprises. The development of the concept of Bolivarianism, the so-called socialism of the XXI century, also made its corrections in the constitutional and legal regulation of property relations. According to this conception, private property was subject to even harsher restrictions, and broad nationalization was implemented (this applied mainly to oil production facilities). Such ideas have given the world the Constitution of Venezuela and other Latin American countries.

Nevertheless, the modern constitutional regulation includes the imprints of the historical development of the concept of property. A number of countries have provisions in their constitutions that enshrine different types of property of different origins. However, the majority of home scholars pay attention to the norms that relate exclusively to the legal regulation of private property, its protection from illegal encroachments and provisions on the exclusive property of the state.

The analysis of the world’s constitutions shows that property not only provides rights, but also entails responsibilities. Thus, for example, Article 14 of the German Constitution stipulates: “Property entails obligations. Its use shall also serve the public good”.

As we have noted earlier, the Constitution of
Ukraine also contains a norm about the obligatory nature of property. However, it is not clear to what obligations it exactly entails. Thus, V.A. Ustymenko writes that: “Ownership binds all subjects of law irrespective of their legal status and the scope of their powers. The obligation to align their actions and aspirations with the principles of civil society and the interests of the people is equally important for both the private and public owner” [24]. It is impossible to disagree with this thesis, since only in this way the idea of social functions of property and social orientation of economy, enshrined in the Constitution of Ukraine, can be embodied.

Returning to the problem of the necessity of the economy state regulation, it should be noted that many scientists, in particular, V.V. Melnikov believes that the complex constitutional regulation of the state’s economic role is an exception rather than a general rule in the world practice of constitutionalism [17]. Thus, in addition to general social formulas, real economic objectives must be established in order to achieve the goal. The Spanish Constitution, for instance, contains provisions according to which all the country’s wealth is subject to the general interests of the country. The Italian Constitution states that private economic initiative is free. It may not be exercised in contradiction with the public interest or at the expense of security, freedom, human dignity. The law defines programmes of activities and control through which public and private economic activities can be directed and coordinated for social purposes. The law defines measures and control programmes through which public and private economic activities can be directed and coordinated for social purposes [21].

In the world’s modern constitutions, it became necessary to establish norms regulating the limits of nationalization of citizens’ property as well as compensation of the latter. These provisions are considered to a greater extent as a safeguard against illegal expropriation of the property of a law-abiding owner. Thus, for example, Article 21 of the Constitution of Georgia stipulates: “The restriction of the rights shall be permissible for the purpose of the pressing social need in the cases determined by law and in accordance with a procedure established by law. Deprivation of property for the purpose of the pressing social need shall be permissible … only with appropriate compensation”.

Article 21, part 2, of the Polish Constitution provides as follows: “Expropriation may be allowed solely for public purposes and for just compensation”.

The constitutions of individual countries stipulate in great detail the issues of property expropriation. Thus, the Basic Law of Greece directly defines not only the possibility of the state to expropriate property in the public interest, but also details the procedural process for recovering its value: “No one shall be deprived of his property except for public benefit which must be duly proven, when and as specified by statute and always following full compensation corresponding to the value of the expropriated property at the time of the court hearing on the provisional determination of compensation. In cases in which a request for the final determination of compensation is made, the value at the time of the court hearing of the request shall be considered” [14].

Any change in the value of expropriated property occurring after publication of the act of expropriation and resulting exclusively there from shall not be taken into account.

Compensation is determined by the competent courts, such compensation may also be determined provisionally by the court after hearing or summoning the beneficiary, who may be obliged, at the discretion of the court, to furnish a commensurate guarantee in order to collect the compensation, as provided by the law. There is also a very important provision for the alienation of property in compensation: “Prior to payment of the final or provisional compensation, all rights of the owner shall remain intact and occupation of the property shall not be allowed”. In other words, the legislator at the constitutional level guarantees the inviolability of the right to private property and provides the owners with the means of its protection.

Compensation in the amount determined by the court must in all cases be paid within one and one half years at the latest from the date of publication of the decision regarding provisional determination of compensation payable, and in cases of a direct request for the final determination of compensation, from the date of publication of the court ruling, otherwise the expropriation shall be revoked ipso jure. The compensation as such is exempt from any taxes, deductions or fees.

Constitutions of post-Soviet states usually do not regulate this issue in such detail.

Thus, part 3 of Article 25 of the Russian Federation states that no one may be deprived of property otherwise than by court decision. Forced confiscation of property for state needs may be carried out only on the proviso of preliminary and complete compensation.

In contrast to the Greek Constitution, the issue of compensation for expropriated property is not regulated by the Basic Law of the Russian Federation, and therefore it is necessary to resort to the federal legislation of the country for its solution. B. Melnikov writes that a person’s deprivation of his property by court decision (in the form of a sentence or resolution) can only take place in the cases provided by law [17]. An exclusive list of the grounds for compulsory expropriation of property from its rightful owner is contained in paragraph 2 of Article 235 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation. In particular, so far, the grounds include: the turning of the penalty onto
the property by the obligations; the alienation of the property, which by force of the law may not be owned by the given person; the alienation of immovable property in connection with withdrawal of a land plot because of its improper use; the alienation of an incomplete construction object in connection with termination of the validity term of an agreement on lease of a land plot which is under state or municipal ownership; the alienation of immovable property in connection with compulsory alienation of a land plot for state or municipal needs (withdrawal of a land plot for state or municipal needs; the redemption of the mismanaged cultural values and of domestic animals; the requisition; the confiscation; appropriation on the basis of a court decision by the Russian Federation of the property in respect of which any evidence proving its acquisition with the use of lawful income are not presented in compliance with the anticorruption legislation of the Russian Federation; appropriation on the basis of a court decision by the Russian Federation of the monetary assets, valuables, other property and the income derived from them in respect of which in compliance with the legislation of the Russian Federation on counteracting terrorism a person has not presented data proving the legality of their acquisition [17].

In addition to the above-mentioned issues, the texts of foreign constitutions have many other provisions regarding the regulation of property relations. These are, in particular, the regulations on the protection of the country's cultural heritage and nature, the regulations on the right of ownership of land, water and other natural resources, on the rights of public organizations, on guarantees of the right of ownership in legal proceedings (objects of ownership of individuals and legal entities); on freedom of conscience and the rights of religious organizations (objects of property rights of religious organizations), the legal status of foreigners, the protection of intellectual property, the right of ownership of the mass media, separate "forms" of ownership, the division of competencies of the federation and the subjects on property issues, the competencies of municipalities on property issues, special regulation of property based on the status of indigenous peoples, etc. Nevertheless, these norms are not comprehensive, they have limitations that define the limits of this study (Shershun, 2016).

Part 5 of article 41 of the Constitution of Ukraine contains a provision stating that the expropriation of objects of the right of private property may be applied only as an exception for reasons of social necessity, on the grounds of and by the procedure established by law, and on the condition of advance and complete compensation of their value. The expropriation of such objects with subsequent complete compensation of their value is permitted only under conditions of martial law or a state of emergency.

Therefore, based on the practice of foreign countries, the Ukrainian legislator has defined clear boundaries of such expropriation and enshrined guarantees of property rights.

The legislation of Ukraine provides for such types of forcible alienation as: requisition (Art. 353 the Civil Code of Ukraine); confiscation (Art. 354 the Civil Code of Ukraine).

With regard to the concept of nationalization, the current Civil Code of Ukraine does not contain any provisions addressing this issue; only part 3 of article 397 of the Economic Code of Ukraine specifies that foreign investments in Ukraine are not subject to nationalization.

Types of forcible alienation of private property are a measure of influence of the state on economic activity within the framework of market mechanism. Defining the boundaries of this action is a topical discussion issue in scientific literature. B. Chirkin writes that economic theories and views cannot be established by the state as state or obligatory, and the state cannot declare Marxism or economic liberalism as state economic ideology [7]. The state must perform its functions through universally recognized values, basic goals of development, democracy and the rule of law. B.N. Topornin expressed the opinion that the constitution should define the “system of coordinates” in which the state “plays its economic function”, pointing out also that the constitution may provide instruments of state regulation, including the budget, taxes, export and import privileges [23].

5. THE SCOPE OF CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL REGULATION OF ECONOMIC RELATIONS.

The sphere of constitutional and legal regulation of economic relations has been repeatedly subjected to scientific research, but there is still no consensus as to which economic issues should be subject to constitutionalizing. Not only legal theory, but also political practice enters into heated debate over the above-mentioned issue.

As we have mentioned earlier, modern constitutions of foreign countries to a greater extent contain regulations on the economic sphere. These are, in particular, provisions on nationalization of socially important sectors of the economy, state monopoly, agrarian reform, economic planning, social justice, fair distribution of public products, etc.

All constitutions of the twentieth century are characterized by a drastic increase in the range of regulations devoted to numerous economic issues, including: forms of the state’s participation in economic activity, public restrictions on the freedom of economic activity etc. Such approach testifies to the growing role of constitutional regulation of economic relations, however, it caused scientists to seek an answer to the question concerning the reason for the increase in the number of constitutional
and legal norms of economic content [21].

The study of the content of constitutions led the researchers to classify the so-called economic norms according to their content. In particular, M. Andreeva, having studied the issue of the scope and content of constitutional and legal regulation of the economy in foreign countries, suggests classifying the constitutional and legal norms regulating economic relations into four groups: the economic basis of individual freedom; the boundaries of individual freedom in the economic sphere; ways of solving social conflicts in the sphere of entrepreneurship; the role of the state, its economic policy and competence of state bodies in the sphere of economy [2].

In addition, V.E. Chirkin singles out economic relations that are subject to constitutional and legal regulation including property relations, the role of the state in regulating the economy, etc. The main lever is prognostication. Along with the forecasting, V.E. Chirkin notes that many other levers are used to regulate the economy. They include redistribution of the budget, direct stateization (nationalization) of a number of the economy sectors, tax and credit policy, government intervention in labour relations (legal regulation of working hours, vacations, etc.), the creation of special departments and various kinds of mixed companies with the participation of state capital, where government officials and heads of monopolies together resolve issues of economic regulation, etc. [7].

V.E. Chirkin is a supporter of the notion of economy socialization. Economic socialization is a link in the general process of socialization, “finds its expression in the formation and development of a trend, and subsequently a pattern, according to which under the influence of the producer’s needs, the process of assimilation and use of a specific system of knowledge, norms and values necessary for the successful functioning of the national economy, social and economic relations, society as a whole, is accelerated”. According to other interpretations, socialization is the development and strengthening of social orientation in the development of economic systems, in which a certain part of net monetary income is used to meet the social, material and social and spiritual needs of the main subject of the economy – the individual. S. Mocherny presents socialization of economy as “a process of gradual evolutionary filling of subsystems and elements of the economic system of capitalism with socialist content, formation and development of the basis of socialism” [18].

I.A. Alebastrrova writes in her studies that constitutions of the 20th century are characterized not only by socialization, but also by expansion of the circle of constitutional regulation. According to the scholar, the Constitutions “began to regulate not only the foundations of the state’s structure, but also the foundations of the construction of civil society, to formulate the objectives and principles of state action in the social sphere, and to regulate, in addition to personal and political rights, economic, social and cultural rights of man and citizen”. It is obvious that the new social conditions, which necessitate a broader entrenchment of economic institutions in the basic laws of the state, demonstrate the bond between the constitution and the economy that had emerged long before such entrenchment was necessary [1].

Constitutional and legal regulation of economic relations is a dynamic legal phenomenon, which should become an expression of reaction to the processes occurring in the economic system of the state. The economic system of the state, based on its connection with the constitution, has several key definitions. Thus, D.L. Zlatopolsky writes that “the state’s economic system is the most important element of the social order. It is explained by the fact that the concept of “the state’s economic system” includes forms of ownership, constitutes the real basis, the actual basis of social relations, the foundation of life activity of any state” [25].

The boundaries of constitutional regulation are also established by determining the degree of importance of certain public relations in the respective public sphere. Thus, E.I. Kozlova refers to the subject of constitutional law in the sphere of economic life of society only those relations that characterize the basic principles and principles of the economy, forms of ownership, indicating that the full legal regulation of economic relations is implemented by civil, economic, financial and a number of other branches of law [15].

A broad approach to identifying regulatory links between the constitution and the economic sphere has allowed us to view the economy as an integral element of civil society. The establishment of civil society in Ukraine has to address a two-fold issue: on the one hand, to provide a real opportunity for citizens through various forms of associations to exercise effective influence on the state. On the other hand, the awareness of their responsibility for the formation and implementation of public policy.

The idea of B. Topornin regarding the definition of constitutional limits of economic regulation is very interesting. Thus, the scholar writes that it is necessary to speak only about the most important and essential issues in the Constitution, leaving concretization and development of the proclaimed principles to the branch legislation. In B. Topornin’s opinion, the importance of constitutional regulation of economic issues is conditioned by the interests of relations optimization between the state and society and determination of limits of admissible state interference into economy. According to B. Topornin, “Replacing the constitution with the current legislation on such issues in terms of both theory and practice
would be as vulnerable as replacing the current legislation with the constitution” [23].

In the scientific literature there is also a discussion about the theory put forward by O.E. Kutafin, namely: “the most important component of the subject of constitutional law is the group of relations formed in the process of implementation of the main features of state organization of society”. Besides, he came to the following conclusion: “The subject of the constitutional law of any state cannot be given once and for all. It depends on the content of the constitution or other fundamental documents in effect in the State at a certain stage of its development. Thus, the discussion that has been held for many years on the scope of relations that constitute the subject of constitutional law has no grounds, as their scope does not depend on the identification of certain social relations that constitute the subject of constitutional law, but, as mentioned above, on the will of the state, which gives them a fundamental character” [16].

However, some researchers do not support this view. For example, A.E. Kozlova writes that the constitutional law does not enshrine the state leadership in society in one form. Society is independent of the state and stands above it. The relationship between society and the state should be based on the recognition of human freedom and civil society institutions [15].

Conclusions. 1. Constitutional law regulates the place of the state in the political system of society and defines the principles of relations between the state and its non-state elements including the ways of resolving conflicts between them, limits of interference or even limits of its activity.

2. The boundaries of constitutional regulation of economic relations should be determined first of all on the basis of considering fundamental relations for the economic system of the state. That is, the limits of constitutional regulation depend on the system of relations that are included in the concept of economic relations. Since no single point of view regarding the definition of “economic relations” exists in the scientific literature, we believe that the basic relations in this sphere, which require constitutional and legal regulation are: freedom of economic activity and its limits; economic space, free movement of goods, services and financial resources; basic provisions for the organization of market economy; property relations, including the fixation of their forms; guarantees and restrictions in relations between economic entities and public authorities.

The above-mentioned provisions cannot be considered separately from each other, because their exclusively complex development will lead to the harmonious functioning of the state economic system. These provisions should be characterized by complementarity, and the lack of regulation of some items will lead to a significant limitation of the content of others. Thus, for example, it is impossible to exercise freedom of economic activity without constitutional regulation of types of ownership or in the absence of a clear mechanism of restrictions on the interference of public authorities in the freedom of economic activity subjects.

3. The system of relations that require legal regulation should also include the establishment of an effective pricing mechanism, the exercise of control over monetary policy, the cancellation of restrictions on foreign trade activities, the development of an effective tax and budgetary system, regulation of financial reporting, etc.
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